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Milestones in 2017

January

Coop’s fourth no. 1 worldwide for  

animal welfare

For the fourth time in succession, Coop is 

ranked no. 1 in international animal welfare 

rating “Business Benchmark on Farm Animal 

Welfare” (BBFAW). For its high basic standards, 

its Naturafarm animal welfare programme  

and its extensive organic range, the BBFAW 

named Coop the frontrunner among 99 inter

national providers in the food segment.

February

Coop launches culinary platform Fooby

With culinary platform Fooby, Coop intro  

duces a new service that regularly up 

dates cus tomers on the latest recipe and 

nutrition trends. Related Fooby recipes  

can be picked up in selected food aisles. 

Customers can create shopping lists via an  

app with a per sonalized cookery book  

and order the required foods directly from  

Coop@home.

April

10 years of Pro Montagna

Coop celebrated the tenth anniversary of 

Pro Montagna, the ownlabel brand for 

authentic products from the Swiss mountains, 

with a host of measures in 2017.

Bell becomes the Bell Food Group

On 11 April 2017, the Annual General Meeting  

of Bell AG resolved to rename the company  

Bell Food Group AG; it is now divided into the 

business areas Bell, Hilcona and Eisberg.

New store concept for Christ

In April, Christ Watches & Jewellery introduced  

a new store concept at Zurich Airport, which will 

now be rolled out to the other branches. 

May

Karma shop opens in Zug

The first Karma shop, which opened in May, 

heralds a brand new store concept: the Karma 

shop at Zug station sells the widest range  

of exclusively vegetarian and vegan products 

in Switzerland. As well as fresh products,  

the range includes basic foods and vegan or 

vegetarian cosmetic products.

Europe’s biggest woodfired oven  

begins operating

In May, Coop begins operating Europe’s biggest 

woodfired oven, in Schafisheim, to produce 

even tastier, strongerflavoured breads.

June

Coop becomes the world champion  

of sustainability

Rating agency Oekom Research again names  

Coop the world’s most sustainable retailer.  

In more than 100 categories, Coop beat 

147 international retailers, scoring very well  

in all areas. Importantly, this latest investi

gation rated business activities abroad as well 

as at home for the first time.

1 100 Pickup stations in Switzerland

In May, the network of Pickup stations via 

which customers can also have orders from 

various Coop online shops delivered to the 

stores of other sales formats grew to 1 100.

Transgourmet acquires majority  

in Team Beverage

Transgourmet Central and Eastern Europe acquires 

70% of the shares in Team Beverage, gaining  

a foothold in the German beverages trade.  

With system sales in excess of 1.5 billion  

euros, Team Beverage plays a leading role in 

Germany’s wholesale beverages trade.
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August

Insect products go on sale

Since August 2017, Coop has been selling 

“Insect Burgers” and “Insect Balls”, made by 

the brand Essento, in selected Coop Super

markets and at Coop@home. Coop is the first 

retailer in Switzerland to include tasty and 

sustainable insectbased foods in its range. 

September

Construction of new Interdiscount distri

bution centre in Jegenstorf completed

Interdiscount finishes constructing a new 

distribution centre in Jegenstorf and  

begins postal dispatch and incoming goods 

op erations; automation technology will  

follow in 2018.

October

Transgourmet acquires Gastronovi

With retroactive effect to 1 January 2017, 

Transgourmet acquires the majority of German 

software provider to the catering industry, 

Gastronovi. The wholesale catering supplies 

company is responding to growing demand for 

complete solutions for caterers and restaura

teurs, which in future will support them all  

the way from selection to introduction of new 

technologies and software solutions and pro 

vide them with a holistic service.

Russian Global Foods becomes part  

of the Transgourmet Group

In October, Transgourmet acquires one of the 

leading companies in Russia’s catering supplies 

segment, Global Foods. 

Coop opens Pratteln production location

On 26 October 2017, Coop opened its biggest 

and most modern production location so far,  

in Pratteln. In addition to the production of 

Chocolats Halba and the Cave wine bottling 

plant (the biggest in Switzerland), Sunray  

nut and spice mixtures are also produced here 

for the Coop ownlabel brands. The Pratteln 

location is also home to a cuttingedge, private 

quality laboratory and an ultramodern distri 

bution centre. The centralization of these 

operations under one roof simplifies processes 

and contributes significantly to reducing CO2.

November

Delicatessen Sapori d’Italia opened

In November, Coop opened its first Italian 

specialities store, Sapori d’Italia, at Aarau 

 station, devoting a store entirely to Switzer

land’s favourite cuisine. Italian specialities 

such as  focaccia, cornetti al cioccolato and 

espresso with a goldenbrown crema are 

freshly prepared instore. Sapori d’Italia also 

stocks a whole host of gourmet delights from 

our southern neighbour: from antipasti, chilli 

peppers stuffed with cream cheese and all 

kinds of pasta, to seasonal specialities such  

as panettone.

First Coop megastore opened according to 

2025+ store concept in Seewen

Fresher, more modern, bigger: in Seewen,  

with a surface area of 3 460 m2, Coop unveils 

the future of Swiss retail. In a marketstyle 

atmosphere, from November onwards the Coop 

Megastore offers a wine cellar with 900 wines, 

a cheese humidor and a remodelled instore 

bakery, as well as a sausagemaking counter 

reminiscent of a “village butcher”. To respond 

even better to individual customer needs, the 

range has been expanded to over 50 000 items. 

December

Transgourmet acquires Zanini SA and  

Vinattieri Ticinesi SA

In December, Transgourmet Switzerland 

 announces the acquisition of the business 

activities of wine merchant Zanini SA and  

wine producer Vinattieri Ticinesi SA. Vinattieri  

Ticinesi SA is one of Switzerland’s most fa

mous winemakers. Both companies merge to 

form the newlyfounded . Zanini Vinattieri SA 

as of 5 January 2018. 


